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Does Google Do Enough To
Protect Advertisers’ Traffic Quality?

Google Invalid Clicks Survey 2021

Achieve Value With Every Click

Our Respondents

Five key takeaways you need to see.

Based on feedback from 255 PPC
professionals around the world.
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About
The
Study

When it comes to your paid ad traffic, we believe you
shouldn’t settle for any low-quality clicks at all.
If you bought a punnet of strawberries and a quarter of them
were moldy, you’d complain and ask for a refund. At PPC
Protect, we believe the principle should be the same with
your ad campaigns.
As an advertiser, you pay money in exchange for value.
If even a small percentage of your clicks are invalid, lowquality, or fraudulent, then Google isn’t upholding their end
of the deal.

The Results: Marketers Think Google Doesn’t Do Enough To				

But, many advertisers don’t have a solid understanding of

Protect Traffic Quality											17

assume that Google blocks bad ad traffic and protects their

what bad ad traffic consists of. Worse still, a lot of marketers

How Do We Solve The Issue?										17

ads, which isn’t the case.

Say Goodbye To Invalid Traffic, Hello To More Revenue					

The aim of this survey is to discover whether people believe

18

Google does enough against the continuous wave of bots,
scrapers, click farms, competitors, and all other non-genuine
traffic sources that click on your ads every day.
We surveyed 255 people from various backgrounds including
in-house marketers, freelancers, digital agency workers, and
more. Our questions aimed to gain a better understanding
of how in-depth marketers’ knowledge was on the topic of
fraudulent PPC clicks and exactly what they believe Google
does to mitigate them.
From the results of this survey, you’ll discover how widespread
the problem of invalid and low-quality traffic really is, what
marketers have to say on the topic, and how you can achieve
quality with every click.
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What Is Low-Value Traffic?

Our
Dataset

For this study, we surveyed 255 marketers from across
the globe. The aim was to gain a better understanding of
marketers’ knowledge on fraudulent and low-quality PPC
traffic, and their opinion on what Google does to stop it from
affecting advertisers.
The respondents included in-house marketers, freelancers,
digital agency workers, and other marketing professionals,
and the survey was entirely anonymous to promote honesty
and transparency.

It’s important to not only understand where invalid traffic comes from but what it actually is.
Firstly, let’s define the differences between invalid traffic and fraudulent traffic.
Fraudulent traffic is typically malicious activity on your pay-per-click ads and can come from a wide variety of
sources such as bots, scrapers, click farms, and competitors.
Invalid traffic is classified as low-quality traffic from people who have no intention of making a purchase, but is
not necessarily nefarious or targeted to a business. It is, however, still of little value to your business goals. While
they may be a genuine user, they’re not your target audience, so provide you no value.
Both fraudulent and invalid/low-quality traffic can be equally costly if drawn into your sales funnel: they result in
decisions and optimizations being made based on inaccurate data.

The % of Marketers Who Correctly Defined The Difference Between Types of Low Value Traffic

Key
Takeaways

In-House Marketers

77%

Freelance Marketers

82%

Here are some main insights from our report:
1. 45% of marketers underestimate the volume of illegitimate traffic to their campaigns
2. Just 51% of marketers are aware that they can request a refund for invalid ad clicks

All Marketers

84%

3. Only 24% have ever requested a refund
4. Low-quality clicks are widely accepted as normal
5. Google isn’t doing enough to address traffic quality
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Digital Agency Workers

91%
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What Is Invalid Traffic?
With an abundance of low-value traffic out there, it’s important to identify the different types which affect
paid advertising.
On the whole, marketers have a good understanding of what click fraud is and how it differs from invalid and
low-value clicks.
All Clicks

Digital agency workers are most likely to know the differences, however, the results are strong across the
board. Despite this, many marketers believe that their campaigns aren’t affected by things such as click fraud.

Clicks on Display Ads

Broader low-quality traffic has become accepted so, whilst that does impact their clicks, it’s seen as a normal
and accepted problem for PPC.

Clicks on Search Ads

34%
23%

23%

24%

45%

42%
56%
21%

32%

Underestimating

Accurate Estimating

Overestimating

Almost half of marketers (45%) underestimate the volume of click fraud and invalid/low-value clicks. Statistics
show that 11% of search ad clicks are fraudulent or invalid, but 34% of marketers thought it was less than this.
Similarly, 36% of display ad clicks are fraudulent or invalid, but 56% of marketers thought it was less than this.
The data shows there’s a sense that invalid traffic isn’t seen as big of a problem as it actually is.
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What’s The Likely Impact of Blocking
Invalid Clicks?
Conversion Volume
47%

Daily Spend

33%

21%

What marketers say: Just 63% of people believe that the volume of conversions would increase if invalid and
low-quality traffic was effectively blocked from ads.
What our software says: The conversion volume should increase, but more importantly, we see the quality of

Conversion Rate

4%

13%

82%

conversions across our clients increase significantly.

Cost-per-click
Conversion Volume

3%

34%

63%

What marketers say: 46% anticipate lower CPCs.
What our software says: Your CPCs may actually slightly increase because you’re bidding on higher-quality

CPC

46%

31%

22%

traffic. Again, this illustrates the importance of understanding the nature of the traffic hitting your ads and
optimizing campaigns accordingly.

Engagement rates
Engagement Rates

10%

Performance of
Remarketing Campaigns

15%

75%

22%

78%

What marketers say: 75% of people say engagement levels will increase.
What our software says: With better quality traffic, engagement rates will increase because clicks are from
genuine users who are interested in your product/services.

Remarketing Campaign Performance
No Impact

Decrease

Increase

Daily Spend

What marketers say: 78% believe they’d see an increase in performance with invalid and low-quality traffic eliminated.
What our software says: If you’re remarketing to site visits or goal completions, these should significantly improve as
they’re now utilizing better data. Similarly, lookalike audiences would see an uplift in performance.

What marketers say: 47% expect their daily ad spend to decrease if invalid and low-quality clicks were blocked.
What our software says: While your daily spend is unlikely to decrease, by blocking invalid and low-quality traffic,
you’ll see higher-quality clicks from genuine, intent-driven customers, which lead to higher conversion rates.

Conversion Rate
What marketers say: 82% expect conversion rates to increase by blocking invalid and low-quality traffic.
What our software says: It depends on the nature of the clicks. If your ads are being targeted by bots, you may
see your conversion rate decrease as you’re blocking invalid conversions. On the whole, however, conversion
rates should increase. It’s important to really understand the behavioral profile of all the different kinds of
illegitimate and low-quality traffic hitting your ads and optimize your ad campaign appropriately.
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How Will Upcoming PPC Trends Impact
The Volume Of Low-Value Clicks?

Increased Automation Strategies
58% of marketers believe that more automation will lead to an increase in invalid clicks on their ads.
While there is certainly a risk of this, it’s minor: Google’s automation strategies are very good at identifying users
with a high likelihood to click or convert. However, they’re not able to identify the validity of that click or conversion

The everchanging PPC landscape means its imperative for marketers to anticipate how changes will impact their

very well.

bottom line. We asked respondents how they thought increased audience targeting, automation, and the loss of
third-party cookies may affect invalid traffic levels and compared it with what our software data is showing us.

Many marketers are moving their brand campaigns away from a Target Impression Share bidding strategy towards
Maximize Clicks. Google will see bots with a history of high click-through rates, and competitors who regularly bid

Increased Audience Targeting

on your and other competitors’ ads, as highly likely to click on your ads, and so this bidding strategy will target
them.

47% of marketers believe increased audience targeting will decrease the number of low-quality/invalid clicks
they see.

Campaigns targeting converting search terms are likely to use a Max Conversion bidding strategy. And if your
conversion opportunity is a form fill, then Google would bid on a bot with a history of completing forms as it sees

We agree that it would lead to less low-value traffic, as overlaying audience targeting on search term targeting

it as likely to convert.

should create one of the most powerful optimization tactics to date.
The issue becomes more nuanced if you’re utilizing first-party data such as lookalike audiences in your campaigns.
However, PPC Protect anticipates that increased audience targeting in search campaigns will lead to an increase

While these can be very effective at increasing conversion rates, if the data you’re using in your lookalike audience

of invalid clicks. As search ads begin to use more elements of audience targeting and targeting becomes

has been corrupted by invalid clicks, then you’re asking your automated targeting strategy to optimize from poor

widened, ads will open themselves up to attract more unwanted clicks.

quality data.

If you’re utilizing lookalike audiences and your data includes invalid or low-value clicks, then your audiences

A Cookie-Free Web

are being built off poor-quality data. This not only increases the likelihood of low-quality clicks but means your
optimizations aren’t as effective as they could be.

59% of marketers believe that the removal of third-party cookies will lead to an increase in invalid and lowquality clicks.
With Google recently announcing that they have delayed this move, the loss of cookies and the impact it will
59%

58%

have on the quality of ad traffic remains to be seen. While the removal of third-party cookies is undoubtedly
important in protecting the privacy of users, it is expected to pose some new challenges for marketers.
Until we know what the advertising world post-third-party cookie will look like, it’s difficult to precisely predict

47%

the impact on invalid and low-quality traffic.
There are two things we do know:

26%

• Behavioral targeting is likely to become less sophisticated on advertising platforms that rely on 3rd party

27%
24%

24%
18%

17%

cookies to build behavioral profiles. Less efficient behavioral targeting is likely to result in lower quality
placements and bids and therefore clicks.
• The solution to the removal of third-party cookies is first-party data. And if you can’t rely on your first-party
data because of low-quality traffic and invalid clicks, then you’re likely to attract more low-quality and invalid
clicks in your campaigns.

Increased Audience Targeting

Automation

Cookie-Free Web

PPC Protect sees the move towards a cookieless web as a positive change as it protects users’ privacy –
something we’re passionate about. We’re hopeful that the move to building audience targeting with first-party

No Impact

Decrease
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Increase

data will reduce invalid activity in some, if not all, areas across the advertising world.
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Do Google Offer A Solution?

Are Marketers Aware That They Can Request
A Refund For Invalid Clicks?

Google’s current practice for targeting fraudulent and
invalid clicks is to refund the advertiser. However, the
advertiser has to spot this unwanted traffic themselves,

“There is a lot of evidence that Google

complete the relevant forms and processes, and wait to

could be doing much more for its users.”

hear back.
If you want to protect your ad campaign
81% of marketers are aware that Google isn’t doing enough

from fraudulent activity, you need to do

about low-value traffic. The call for Google to do more is

most of the work – Google generates

most loudly shouted by Digital Agencies: it seems the wide

money from clicks, so asking them to

view of accounts they see on a day-to-day basis must

reduce this passive income is not going to

showcase the low-value problem more clearly.

be too successful.

Yet, with 45% of marketers underestimating the impact of

The bigger issue is less fraudulent clicks

invalid clicks, and Google blocking just 1-2% of them, our

and more impressions on low-quality viral

software demonstrates how neglectful Google’s policies

content sites. Ultimately, you want your

are. We detect, on average, 11% of search and 36% of

campaigns to result in organic high-quality

display clicks as illegitimate.

clicks and impressions on authoritative
sites. And like all things with the internet,

Is it because advertisers have nowhere else to go that

you need to adapt your efforts to match

they stand for this poor service?

what is happening online. I imagine in a few
years there will be yet another problem
along this vein and advertisers will have to
adapt yet again.

Only 51% of respondents were aware they
could request a refund from Google – you’re
paying for a service that hasn’t been delivered,

Google also doesn’t refund

and so you’re well within your right to request

low-quality clicks, just

a refund.

suspicious activity. So, even

In fact, more than half of freelancers (55%)

if a click is of no value to you,

and in-house marketers (54%) are unaware

you still have to pay for it.

of the refund policy. This enables Google to
make free money at the cost of advertisers’
precious budgets.
Moreover, not only is the refund not at all
sufficient to recoup business’ losses, but
the problem itself doesn’t go away. Because
Google doesn’t block the invalid source, it can
simply retarget your campaigns. Even more
frustratingly, the illegitimate activity data will
be stored with your other clean data, and
contaminate it, causing you to make negative
changes to your whole sales funnel.

Francesca Botto,
Digital Marketing Specialist
Marketing Epic

Is Google Doing Enough To Prevent
Low-Value Clicks?

19%
Yes

49%
81%

Unaware

No
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51%
Aware

Do Marketers Often Request A Refund
From Google?
Those most likely to know about refunds are marketers with more experience – which makes sense. However,

Only 24% of the marketers we surveyed have ever requested a refund from Google.

this only kicks in after 10+ years of experience; only about 50% of marketers with 1-10 years are aware.
As experience levels increase, so does the number of refunds. 53% of marketers with more than 10 years of
experience have requested a refund, compared to 25% of marketers with 4-10 years experience and just 9% of

as they try different ways to improve their ROIs.

those with less than 4 years.

% of Marketers Aware You Can Request A Refund From Google

It appears that problems with invalid traffic are something marketers come across later in their careers, probably

69%

24%
No

54%

76%

44%

Yes

25%

“They want you to believe that they have the most advanced tools and algorithms.”
Google has no interest whatsoever in stopping clicks on adverts. Why would they?
Less Than 1

1 to 4

5 to 10

Years of Experience in Marketing

Over 10

It’s their revenue stream, and each click pays their income. Google would want you to
believe that they have the most advanced tools and their algorithms are smart enough
to stop fraudulent clicks, but they don’t.
Jack Altmen, PPC Manager at Think Orion
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Who’s Most Likely To Request a Refund?
Dealing with refunds is something we tend to

30%

leave to agencies. 30% of agency marketers have
requested a refund, while just 16% of in-house

Agency Marketers

marketers have. This is likely due to the pressures
to demonstrate to clients a proactive approach
when it comes to their campaigns.

The survey respondents helped us to realize that marketers think Google doesn’t accept enough responsibility
for ad click quality. There’s a level of acceptance in the industry that a % of ad traffic is low-quality or unusable
– that’s just the nature of PPC campaigns, right?

27%

Furthermore, our research shows that most people

The Results: Marketers Think Google Doesn’t
Do Enough To Protect Traffic Quality

Freelance Marketers

only get 15% of their refund – and that’s if the

We don’t think this should be the case. As a paying customer, Google should be providing you with value
every time they charge you – so each click. If they’re not delivering that, then they aren’t upholding their
end of the bargain.

request is successful in the first place.

The results show marketers are highly unlikely to request a refund for downright illegitimate clicks. This means
poor quality traffic is getting a free ride and advertisers have just learned to make the best of their average

24%

results. Just because Google isn’t monitoring the quality of ad clicks doesn’t mean it isn’t important.

All Marketers

Every click you pay for should be valuable.
It’s time we demand more from the search giant: low-quality traffic isn’t helpful for your campaigns, now or in the
future. By cutting it out of your funnel, you can focus on real clicks, real leads, and real customers.

16%
In House Marketers

How Do We Solve The Issue?
We’ve boiled things down to five main points you should take away with you:
1. Don’t underestimate the impact of low-value traffic on campaigns
2. Stop accepting low-value traffic as just a part of paid advertising
3. Strive to achieve value from every click you pay for
4. Hold advertising platforms accountable for poor traffic
5. Keep a watchful eye on traffic sources and performance
“For one client, Google was saying we had £50 to £100 of illegitimate clicks per month.
We actually found it was over £500 a month, which turned out to be the case for three
months. So straight away we saved £1,500 with PPC Protect.”
Dale Powell, Managing Director
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Say Goodbye To Invalid Traffic, Hello To
More Revenue
PPC Protect helps businesses and agencies turn unproductive ad spend into genuine customers. By cleaning
your whole PPC funnel starting with the first click, you can ensure your optimizations are based on real data and
will generate more revenue.
See the true quality of your ad traffic with our free Traffic Audit. In just a few days, you’ll receive a full report
detailing where you can make improvements.

Register for a Free Traffic Audit today

These actionable insights will show you how you can reduce the impact of invalid clicks on your Google Ads.
We’ll help you identify the campaigns, keywords, and ad placements that are most impacted, so you can get
more from your ad spend. Try it free today.

Get Started

adwords

65%

adfraud

10%

60%

Suspicious Clicks

Legitimate Clicks

15%

25%

65%

fraud

25%

25%

10%

Invalid Activity

Thank You!
Thank you to everyone who participated in this survey. To show our appreciation we’ve planted a tree for every
respondent who filled out our survey!
From this report alone, we’ve planted 255 trees!
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Find Us Online

Contact Us

www.ppcprotect.com
@PPCProtect

hello@ppcprotect.com

